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Abstract 

Automated model transformation from PIMs to PSMs 
is a pivotal challenge of model driven development [1-3]. 
Since models are usually represented in a graphic 
manner of class diagram(CD), current graphic- 
transformation based approach seems to be a natural 
approach. To overcome deficiencies of this approach, i.e. 
insufficiency of direct support for CD and explicit formal 
definition, we define a transformation definition 
metamodel, which employs the rule template match 
technique. The rule iteration algorithm and the rule 
schedule algorithm form the computing model. We also 
define and implement a transformation rule set for the 
transformation from UML class models to EJB models. 
Explicitly formal definition, transformation metamodel 
and demonstration make our work comprehensible and 
applicable. Besides MDD, our work also has potential to 
be applied in software evolution and integration. 
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1. Introduction 

What makes Model Driven Architecture (MDA) 
different from current software development approachs is 
model transformations, i.e. the process of automated 
converting one model to another model of the same 
system[1-3]. The major challenge for this approach is the 
automated model transformation from technique 
platform independent models (PIM) to platform specific 
models (PSM)[4-5], which is mainly due to the use of 
graphically OO modeling languages, e.g. UML class 
diagram (CD)[6]. Until now, there is no well-established 
foundation for transforming PIMs into PSMs[3,4,5,7]. 

Several approaches have been proposed to specify the 
technique for modelling PIM-to-PSM transformation 
[3,4,8,9]. But it is still hard to say which of them could 
be the viable solutions. According to the summarization 
in [3,9], direct manipulation approaches such as Rational 
XDE, i.e. directly manipulating the exposed APIs, lack 

high-level abstractions for specifying transformations. 
Relational approach with text style is a declarative 
approach which specifies the mathematical relations 
between elements in the source and target models [10,11]. 
But it may be difficult to implement such complex 
mathematical relationship [3,4,9]. 

Also with a declarative manner, graph-transformation 
based approach different from relational approach[9]. It 
seems to be a natrual solution to model transformation 
because current OMG graphical language such as MOF 
and UML provide a well-established foundation for 
defining PIMs and PSMs[1]. Elements of graphic 
patterns can be expressed in the concrete syntax of their 
respective source or target languages familiar to 
developers working with a given modeling language. 
Examples of this approach are PROGRES and GReAT 
[9,11]. But neither of them provide direct support for CD, 
nor explicitly formal definition and metamodel, which 
makes it hard to understand and apply them[3,4,9]. 

Practical graph-transformation-based approach should 
build on strict definition to guarantee automatic 
transformation. Thus we define a formal transformaton 
definition metamodel. The rule iteration and schedule 
algorithms form the computing model of transformation. 
To estimate the competency of our work, we take Kleppe 
and Warmer’s work as a typical scenario and define the 
transformation rule set from CD to EJB model[12]. 

2. Transformation Definition Metamodel 

To clarify model transformation, we define a model 
transformation MD  herein as a 7-tuple:  

( sourcemm , targetmm , sourcem , targetm , BTDmt , STR ,tTE )

The source metamodel mmsource  and the target 

metamodel targetmm  define the abstract syntax of a 

source model sourcem and a target model targetm

respectively. The basic transformation definition BTDmt

defines the basic transformation structures. According 

to BTDmt , mmsource and targetmm , we define the 
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transformation rule set STR from sourcem to targetm .

Then transformation execution tTE  can execute model 

transformation and transform sourcem into targetm by

implementing STR . Understanding how 
BTDmt and

tTE interact with each other can help realize practical 

transformation. To this end, we define a transformation 

definition metamodel TDM. 

To begin with, we define BTDmt  based on UML CD. 

CD provides a modeling structure set that can be 

employed in most object oriented modeling activates. For 

the space limitation, formal definitions of basic 

transformation structures are not included in this paper 

and can be found on[14]. Following the basic CD 

structures, we define the structures for the rule template 

match technique(RTM), which prescribes how to 

transform source model fragments into target model 

fragments according to a rule. A rule is consisted of a 

source template sourcertemp and a target template 

targetrtemp . As a rule template match instance, a source 

model fragment can match sourcertemp  and produce a 

target model fragment according to targetrtemp  in the 

same rule. Complete definitions for TMM can be found 

on[14]. Typical definition with model fragment 

transformation mft  may like this: 
Definition 1: Let a model fragment transformation 

mft  be a tuple ( sourcertmi , kr ) that transform a source 

model fragment specified by sourcertmi  into a target 

model fragment targetmf  via transformation rule kr ,

arg
:

source source t et targetm mm mm mmRTMIS RSmft MF× →,

i.e. , mft ( sourcertmi , kr ) targetmf , where  

− kr ∈
arg,source t etmm mmRS

− ( | | )source k sourcemm rtemp mmr= ∧ ( targetmm =
)| |k targetr rtemp mm ∧  ( ∃ sourcem ∈

sourcemmM ) ∧
( targetm ∈ mmtarget

M )

− for a given source msource
RTMISrtmi ∈ :

, arg
| ,source source k mm mmsource t et

mf rtmi mf r RS= → ∃ ∈

: (target mtarget
rtmi RTMIS∃ ∈ |sourcertmi rtemp =

|k sourcer rtemp ) ∧  ( kr | targetrtemp =

targetrtm | rtemp ) ∧  ( targetmf = targetrtm |mf ).

With these basic transformation structures, we define 
the rule iteration algorithm and the rule schedule 
algorithm, which form computing model for our 
approach.  

Rule Iteration Algorithm: A rule Iteration execution 

rExe ( _, , target initm r mf ) is a mapping: 

RExe :
, argmm mm mm mmsource t et targetsource

M RS MF× → ,

i.e. , _ | |( , , )target init target rtmirExe m r mf mf , where 

−
sourcemmMm∈

− , argsourcemm mmt et
RSr∈

−
,| | mmtargettarget rtmmf MF∈

− ( | )sourcertmi mft rtmi= ∧ ( | |sourcemft rtmi rtemp =
| sourcer rtemp )

|rtmi |  is the number of times a rule template match 

instances rtmi that continuously occurs in this mapping, 

i.e. the number of times the rule r instance executes. 

This process forms a sequence of a rule template match 

instances. Generating ,| |target rtmmf  is an iterative process 

of implementing rule r .

Let ,0 _target target initmf mf= ;

For (i = 1 to |rtmi | )

,target imf = ,target i-1mf union mft ( rtmi , r )

Rule Schedule Algorithm: A model transformation 

( ),source scheduleMT m RS   is a mapping: 

, arg
: mm mm mm mmsource source t et target

MT M RS MF× → , i.e. 

, arg
,| |( , )source schedule mm mmsource t et

target RSRSMT mfm

− , argmm mmsource t et
RS is the rule set of model translation 

from
sourcemmMF  to 

targetmmMF

−
arg,| |
t etmm mmsource

RS is the size of , argmm mmsource t et
RS .

−a rule schedule scheduleRS is a rule execution sequence 

, arg1 | |,.., ,.., ,
source t eti RS mm mmr r r< >
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( i ω∈  & 
, arg

|1 |
mm mmsource t et

RSi≤ ≤ )

Let ,0targetmf =( ,∅ ∅ )

For ( i  = 1  to mm ,mmsource target
|RS |)

target,i i-1 ,i-1( , | , )schedule targetmf rExe m RS r mf=
The process of model transformation is composed of a 

rule execution sequence over a source model. Each rule 

in , argmm mmsource t et
RS is executed based on the prior 

transformation output. scheduleRS specifies the rule 

execution sequence. The incremental process as a whole 
specifies the computing model for model transformation. 

A metamodels is a model which precisely defines the 
abstract syntax and static semantics of a particular 
domain-specific modeling language[13,15]. To manifest 
our work, we define a transformation metamodel TDM. 
TDM specifies the modeling concepts and their 
relationships that would be used to define model 
transformation. Modeling concepts are not only the 
actual domain concepts, but also standard modeling 
abstractions. This is especially important in the case of 
graphical modeling languages[13]. Instead of adding 
meaning to the precise syntactic and static semantic 
modeling specifications, implementation details usually 
obscure the specification and make metamodel 
interpretation more difficult. Metamodeling is the 
process of modeling metamodel. 

In this paper, there are seven tasks to carry out 
metamodeling for our transformation metamodel:  
1) Identification of the techniques in the method 
Techniques types={Class diagram, Rule template match} 
2) Identification of object types 
Modeling concept types={Class, Package, model 
fragment, model, rule template, rule, rule template match 
instance, model fragment transformation } 
3) Determination of properties for each object type
Properties for object types={ 

<Class, {Class identifier, Class name, Class stereotype, 
Attributes, Operations}>, 

<Package, {Package identifier, Package name, 
Package stereotype}>, 

<model fragment, {Class set, Class association set, 
Package set}>, 

<model, {model fragment}>, 
<rule template, {model fragment variable}>, 
<rule, {source rule template, target rule template}>, 
<rule templage match instance, {model fragment, rule 

template}>, 
<model fragment transformaiton, {rule, rule template 

match instance}> 
}
Derived property types={ 

<Attributes, {<Attribute, {Attribute Identifier, 

Attribute Name, Attribute type }>}>, 
  <Operations, {<Operation, {Operation Identifier, 

Operation Name, Operation type}>}>, 
  <Class name, {Class name identidier, Class name 

type}>, 
  <class stereotype, {class stereotype identifier, class 

stereotype type}>, 
  <package name, {package identifier, package type}>, 
  <package stereotype, {package stereotype identifier, 

package stereotype type}> 
}
4) Determination of relationships 
Relationship type={Association, Aggregation, 

Inheritance} 
5) Allocation of properties to relationship types 
Properties for relationship={ 
<Association, {Association identifier, Association name, 

Association stereotype, Associaton 
Type, Associaiton ends}> 

}
Derived properties for relationship={ 
<Association ends, {<Associaion end, { role identifier, 

role name, class, multiplicity, 
association type, isNavigable }>}> 

}
6) Determination of metamodels for individual 
techniques 
Class Diagram={ 
<Dependency, {<Contain, {Package}>, 

<Within, {Class set}>}>, 
<Dependency, {<Contain, {Package}>, 

<Within, {Class association set}>}>, 
<Inheritance, {< Specialization, {Class}>, 

< Generalization, {Class}>}>, 
<Aggregation, {<Whole, {Class}>, 

             <Part, {Class}>}> 
<Association, {< Associations, {Class}>, 
             < Associations, {Class}>}> 
}
Rule template={ 
<Composition, {<Contain, {rule template match 

instance}>, <Component, {model 
fragment}>}}>, 

<Composition, {<Contain, {model fragment 
transformaiton}>, <Component, { rule 
template match instance }>}}>, 

<Composition, {<Contain, {model fragment 
transformaiton}>,<Component,{ rule}>}}>, 

<Composition, {<Contain, {rule}>, <Component, { rule 
template}>}}>   } 

7) Determination of linkages between separate techque 
Techque linkage={<Class diagram, rule template match>, 
{<Contain, {rule template, rule template match 
instance}>, <Component, {model fragment}>}  } 

Synthesizing the analytical results, we complete the 
transformation definition metamodel (TDM) and present 
it in Figure 1. With this metamodel, we define 
transformation rule set STR  and execute the process of 
transformation. 
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Figure 1. Transformation definition metamodel 
3. Transformation Rule Set 

To estimate our work convincing, we take A. Kleppe 
and J. Warmer’s work as our typical application scenario 
[12]. We define the rule set of model transformation from 
UML to EJB model, i.e. UML EJB⋅CDR  according to 

TDM. The UML class metamodel and EJB model also 

contribute to the definition of UMLCD EJB⋅R  because 

they explicitly specify model elements and relationship 
between a source data model and a target data model.  

EJBDataSchema is a set of classes, attributes, 
associations, which is treated as a EJB Component in 
data access. We take EJBDataSchema as a package with 
“EJBDataSchema” as its stereotype. EJBDataClass is a 
class and also a component of EJBDataSchema. 
EJBKeyClass is a class that is used to distinguish EJB 
data objects. For a class A, the outermost composition of 
A is a class that directly or indirectly comprises class A. 

According to the analysis of these two metamodels, 
[12]summarizes several principles to define 
transformation rules: 
(1)For each PIM class, transformation produces a 

EJBKeyClass. 
(2)For each PIM class that is not a component of other 

classes, transformation produces an 
EJBEntityComponent and an EJBDataSchema. 

(3)Each PIM class is transformed into an EJBDataClass 
that is included in an EJBDataSchema. And the 
EJBDataSchema is transformed from the outmost 
composition class of this PIM class. 

(4)Each PIM association is transformed into a EJB 

association that is included in a EJBDataSchema. This 
EJBDataSchema is transformed from the outmost 
composition class of this PIM association. 

(5)Each PIM association class is transformed into two 
EJBAssociation and an EJBDataClass. These 
EJBAssociation and EJBDataClass are included in a 
EJBDataSchema. This EJBDataSchema is transformed 
from a PIM class that is the outmost composition class. 
PIM class can be traced from PIM association. 

(6)Each attribute is transformed into an EJB attribute of 
an EJBDataClass. 

(7)Each operation is transformed into an EJB operation 
of an EJBComponent. The EJBComponent is 
transformed from a class that is the outmost 
composition class that owns this PIM operation. 
In definitions of these rules, a set of any attributes is 

denoted by notation “anyAttribute”. Similarly, a set of 
any operations is denoted by notation “anyOperation”. 
OCL(Object Constrain Language) is also introduced in 
the definition our model transformation rules [16]. As a 
textual language, OCL is widely adopted in UML family 
and is adept at describing concise restriction information. 
In our work, we take advantage of OCL to enhance the 
strict definition of our transformation rules. 

Based on these principles, we define the rule set from 
the UML class diagram to EJB model. Other 
transformation rules can be found in the appendix of this 
paper. Figure 2 depicts a typical rule with inheritance 
relationship between two classes. These rules as a whole 
constitute our transformation rule set. 
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+anyOperation2()

-anyAttribute2
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and not classname.stereotype.name='AssociationClass'
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targetrtemp

9
( )source targetrtemp rtempr

Figure 2. A typical transformation rule
For the sake of limited space, these transformation 

can not all be listed here and can be found on [14]. We 

take 9 ( )source targetrtemp rtempr , as a typical rule 

definition which specifies a model transformation from a 
model fragment of the source model and produces a 
corresponding model fragment of target model. This rule 
takes into account the semantics of inheritance 
relationship between two classes. For the specialization 
class in the source model, attributes and operations 
inherited from the generalization class are manifestly 
produced in target classes that are produced according to 
the preceding transformation principles. OCL code is 
attached to class of a source model fragment to restrict 
the occurrence condition of a rule template match. 
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Figure 3. The PIM of breakfast order system

4. Implementation 

We implement our rule set UML EJB⋅CDR in a 

transformation demonstration in [12] which is an EJB 
based Web Service for breakfast order. EJB model 
functions as the middle layer that encapsulates the 
business logic. Figure 3 depicts the PIM of this 
demonstration, which involves no details of specific 

implementation technique.  

The process of a model transformation is consisted of 

an execution sequence of rules in UML EJB⋅CDR . A model 

fragment transformation mft specifies the relation 

between a model fragment of the source model and a 

model fragment of the target model via a certain rule. 

Besides that, there are three vital aspects in the process 

of a rule execution, i.e., rule template match sourcertm on 

source model fragment sourcemf , generating 

corresponding target model fragment targetmf according 

to rule template match targetrtm , and uniting the newly 

generated target model fragment targetmf  with the 

formerly generated target model fragment. Figure 4 

depicts such a rule iterative execution of transformation 

rule instance irExe .

On the top of Figure 4, 9 ( ,sourcer rtemp

)targetrtemp is the rule in a rule iteration irExe above 

the corresponding source model fragments and target 
model. 
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Figure 4. The rule iteration irExe

On the left hand, there is an occurrence of the rule 

template match sourcertm . Tagged with classmatch ,

assomatch  or assomatch , lines that link elements of 

sourcertemp  and model fragment denote such match. On 
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the right hand, a target model fragment is accordingly 
generated via model fragment transformation 

mft ( sourcertm , r ), which are roughly denoted with rule 

template match links. 
The rule iteration algorithm indicates that generating 

target model fragment ,| |target rtmimf is an iterative process 

of implementing rule ir , where | |rtmi  is the number 

of rule template match instance rtmi that occur in 

irExe , and satisfies , ,target i uniontarget i-1mf mf mft=

( rtm , r ). In rule instance irExe ,
1,( targetmf

1 ,2 ,1( , ) ( , ) ) (union target targetmft rtm r mf mf∅ ∅= ∧ =

2 ,| |( , ) ) (union target rtmmft rtm r mf∧ ,2 )targetmf= .

For the model transformation MT , target model 

fragment produced by each rule in scheduleRS

sequence has to union with the prior model fragment 
generated in the last transformation. But a rule instance 

irExe may be consisted of an execution sequence of 

mft s that comply with the same rule ir . Figure 5 

describes the model transformation algorithm 

( ), schedulesourceMT m RS , which realize the process of 

transformation execution TEt . Due to space limitation, 

the target model that has been produced as the result of 
model transformation can be found on [14]. 

Target Model

1
rExe

| |RSrExe
( , )∅ ∅

,targetmf 1

,| |target RSmf

, , itarget i uniontarget i-1
where mf mf- rExe=

×

×

×,target imf

irExe

UMLCD EJBRS R ⋅= Sequence

rExe

Figure 5. The process of ( ), schedulesourceMT m RS

5. Conclusion and Future Work 

Compared with manual modeling activities, automatic 
PIM-PSM model transformation encapsulates modeling 
patterns freqently being applied in software modeling, 
which improves productivity in software development. 
Explicitly formal definition and transformation 
metamodel and demonstration make our work 
comprehensible and applicable.Besides MDD, our work 
also has potential to be applied in software evolution and 

integration. 
The original descrption of an application as an 

important specification renders the intention how we 
think of it. By analyzing current approaches in model 
transformation [3,9], we find that most of them only 
touch with syntax transformation rather than original 
intention transformation. We are analyzing the 
relationship between intention transformation and syntax 
transformation. Specifically, we are seeking to know 
whether intention transformation can be improved when 
the domain of applications to be built has been 
prescribed. Thus the transformation mechanism will be 
built based on the source metamodel, target metamodel 
and the domain ontology of models. What we have done 
involves syntax transformation and establishes a good 
foundation for our further research.  
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